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Abstract.
In Indonesia, English is one of language which is learnt from elementary school University level. College students from Visual communication design program in first semester will get future tense material in English 1. In future tenses there 2 formulas which are used based on the functional of the sentence, and it is difficult for student in differentiating the formulas, Media has important role in teaching learning process. Comic strip is familiar for milenilal. Based on the background writer decide to design a comic strip as learning media. The designing of comic strip is aim to give new or alternative media in teaching learning process. This comic strip covers future tense material that includes “to be going to” and “will” form. This research used qualitative method. The results of this research is designing of a comic strip in 8 panels that is written in English and covered future tense material which give illustration how the two formulas of future tenses are used. The typography is comic sans MS, the main characters are three girls of Senior High School student. Comic strip is made in tradiotional/ manual process by drawing use pencil then through digitally process for the finishing. The colour of the comic strip uses calm colours and are dominated grey according to senior high school uniform colour, in order to make the reader feel the comfortable. The conclusion shows comic strip could be an alternative media in learning process.
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Introduction

English in Indonesia as a foreign language contributes to education in Indonesia. English subjects is given from elementary school to college level. In the curriculum at the Universitas Indraprasata PGRI study program Visual Communication Design (DKV). English material is studied in semesters 1 and 2. In order to make students are able to master English well. In English course 1 students will be given grammar material in the form of various kinds of tenses, and they must understand it. From the observations during teaching, students often find difficulties with the future tense material in the use of will and to be going to, because they have different pattern but same purpose that is show the situation that will be in the next.

In teaching learning process we do not only need the powerful teacher but also interesting media to make the process easier. It is undeniable that today technology development gives challenge for educators, both lecturers and teachers in choosing learning media that is suitable for the millennial generation. Lecture as facilitators of students will always try to give their best in the learning process in order to achieve goals or objectives in education. The functions and purpose of education as stated in Law Number 20 of 2003 Article 3 that the purpose of education can be achieved by the participation of educators in supporting the implementation of excellent education. In the learning process, the media has an important and influential role. Seems the previous study, The article explain The product developed can increase students’ reading motivation seen from a significance of 0.0 and positive ranks is better than negative ranks (Maghfirah and Herowati), Moreover Ulva stated that in general students like comic developing because comic can be very helpful when learning process . for further information, the research conducted by Sasti Karmiani in an article entitled The Use of Comic Media in English to Improve Reading Comprehension Ability in Class VIII of SMPN 3 Teluk Kuantan (Hidayah and Ulva). It shows that there is an increase in the students’ reading comprehension ability which increases to 75.23 (80.95%) which is included in the good criteria. This shows that the use of the right media can give the best results.

Based on this description above, the writer will design a comic strip. The choosing of comic strip as learning media is based on the Visual Communication design students, most of them visual or picture like comic strip. The concept uses current designs, colors and typography based on its segmentation which is teenagers. Thus object will be interested in studying the future tense. The problem is how to design comic strips as students leaning media on future tense material. The object of designing of comic strip is college students, who in the reality, need learning media that suits their needs in understanding tenses, especially future tense material. The purpose of designing comic strips as a learning media for visual communication design students is to make them are able to master the future tense material well, making it easier in the learning process, thus it makes the teaching and learning process more enjoyable and efficient.
**Methods**

This study used qualitative methods with descriptive approach which the data collection are obtained from some resources, the first Observation, The writer observed the students’ mistake in answering the question of future tense. The data can help writer to choose the appropriate words or sentences that are used in comic strip. The second through Interviewed, Writer interviewed to some of students from 4 classes. It was done in order to obtain information about the difficulty and the attractive learning media in learning tenses. This information will help writer in designing process the comic strip. The third Study literature. Search sources that is related to this study from some articles or researches

There are some step in doing this study, Moleong said that study design is an effort to plan and decide in every possibility that is needed in a qualitative study that consists of some steps pre observation , do observation, and analysis data. There are some step in designing the comic strip, here are:

1. **Preparation.**
   - In here writer prepare the material, interview list to students, and the documentation or a note to record the activity in the classroom.
2. **Collecting the data:**
   - The writer collect the data about the object to decide the theme, character, typography, color that is suitable with students reading.
3. **Data analysis**:
   - Re-check the component of comic strip and ask to object of their response about the comic strip was made.

**Result and Discussion**

A comic strip is a picture or series of pictures that contain of a story (Arjuna). generally comics consist of three to six panels or more. The content of it can be humor, jokes or serious stories and be interesting to be listened until the story ends. Comic means pictures, and symbols are side by side in a certain order, to convey information or achieve aesthetic responses from the reader (McCloud and Manning). Based on the explanation from experts, comic strips are media that contain of simple picture and written which consists of 3 or 6 panels in order to convey information in the learning process

Media are all forms of communication tools that can be used to convey messages or information from sources in order to stimulate the thoughts, feelings, interests and attention of the recipient (Dhieni et al.). Learning media is a vehicle of messages from the teacher and are going to be forwarded to the recipient (Zaman). From this description, it can be concluded that learning media is a tool in the learning process in conveying messages in order to convey the information.
There are some characteristic of fine media that must be considered in the selection of learning media, the criteria that should be considered in choosing learning media are as follows (Azhar):

1. Learning media should carry the objectives that is suitable to it, and referring to one or a combination of cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.
2. Learning media are appropriate to support the lessons that have facts, concepts, principles, or generalizations.
3. Learning media are practical, flexible, and durable.
4. The teacher must be skilled and able to use it in the learning process.
5. Effective and appropriate for target grouping.
6. Visual technical quality must meet certain technical requirements.

Moreover Genap explains Learning media can enhance the learning process, hoping that the learning outcomes will be increase. There are several benefits that can be obtained by using learning media, namely as follows (Purwanto):

1. Teaching will attract students’ attention so that it can foster motivation to learn.
2. The meaning of teaching materials will be clearer so that it can be better understood by students, and enable students to better master teaching objectives;
3. Teaching methods will be more varied, not merely verbal communication by the teacher, so that students do not get bored and teachers do not run out of energy;
4. Students do more learning activities, because they don’t only hear the teacher’s description, but also other activities such as observing, doing, demonstrating, and so on.

From the explanation about the media, in reality both students and teacher need improvement in learning media, in order to obtain the better objectives in learning process. The learning media must not expensive and sophisticated. The comic strip print can be an alternative handed learning media that is attractive and affordable. However, it is not only interesting that the comic strip function if it is not controlled by the lecturer, students will be enjoyed the reading comic strip without notice the information in it. As expressed by (Rohani) states that the weakness of comic media is that it makes students fall asleep with reading comics so that they forget about textbooks if they don’t get guidance from the teacher. In this learning activity, the lecturer pays attention to students so they are not complacent in reading comic strips.

In learning English, tenses is part of Grammar. Tenses is a linguistic concept which have a verb and express the time in situation (Reed and Cappelle). It means where the actions in time which indicates events that are happening. Two patterns in future tense are “will” and “to be going to” that have same meaning to show the situation / event that will be happen. In this comic strips, it will be designed by using 2 sentence patterns, will and be going based on its’ function. Be going to state the event that will occur and it has been decided before (prior plan), and to state the events that are caused by events that indicate what will happen next. It is shown in “my family and I are going to go Bandung to spend our holiday, and how about you Nusaibah?”. It has pattern “S + be (am , is, are) + going to + infinitive+ Object/ Compliment” . While “will “is used to state the incident or event that will come and decide on that incident while speaking or state
the event that will definitely happen. Here, speaker predict the event that will occur. It states in "yes ... and if we are late, He will be angry to us ... common". Will has pattern “S+ will+ infinitive + Object /Compliment “

The purpose of designing the comic strip is to help the target audience to understand the future tense more easily, especially in using of will and going to in a sentence through emphasizing the meaning and purpose in every conversation which is made. The creative strategy is by making a comic strip which is only 1 page that consists of 8 panels whose the story is related among panels, and there are sentences that distinguish the use of will and t be going to. This comic strip is printed on A4 laminating carton board, this is to make it easier to carry, read, and use by students in the classroom.

The comic strip carries the teenagers’ school life as a theme. The setting is the teenagers are chatting each other during break time in the canteen. The topic was taken is very general that, namely around vacation plans, the food being eaten, and the lecturers. The language style used is a non-formal language which is used in daily activity, but uses correct grammar. Then the words are put into word balloons, which are visualizations of the comic characters' dialogue, which are combined in the picture in a panel.

**Process of Designing the Comic Strip**

The beginning step of the process in producing the comic strip is making the picture manually used pencil as a sketch, then writer color the sketch by using Adobe illustrator and Photoshop program. The figure 1 and 2 are the sketch of the character. The first figure is sketch of the main three characters that are made manually use the pencil, and the second figure the finishing by using digitally process.

![Fig. 1 Sketch of the character was made manually process](image1)

![Fig. 2 Sketch of the character was made digitally process](image2)
The characteristic of the target audience

Target audiences of the designing of this comic strip are:
1. All Indonesia Geographic, this comic strip is used by almost students in Indonesia, because it is written in English, and English is one of the subject that is learnt in Indonesia, and almost in every level in Education is learnt English Especially tenses.
2. Age demographic : 15-25 years old
4. Education : Junior, and Senior high school, college student and general.

Because of the future tense is talking about tenses where tenses is used in oral and written language, so the comic strip can be used to teenage and general.

The content of the story.

Comic trip is written in English by using future tenses in some dialogues that is used by character.
Mia, Adreena, and Nusaibah who are Senior high school students are in conversation during a break time at the canteen school.
Mia : where are you going to go during the holiday next week? I am going to go Puncak Bogor

Fig. 3. Future tense of “to be going to” pattern.

In figure 1 mia is asking adreena about her friends planning to spend the next holiday. This sentence are written in future tense form with to be going to pattern. Because the situation has not happen yet, and they can make plan long time before the holiday come.

Adreena : my family and I are going to go Bandung to spend our holiday, and how about you Nusaibah?
Nusaibah : hhmmm, probably I will visit my grandma. Well let’s eat the noodle. Can you pas the chili sauce?

Fig. 4. Future tense of “to be going to” and “wil” pattern
The figure 4 shows that both character use the 2 different pattern. Adreena uses the “to be going to” pattern, whereas Nusaibah is speak in “will” pattern. Adreena uses the to be going to because She is sure and have decided the plan to go to Bandung. Nusaibah feels uncertainty, so she uses probably and will pattern, because She just predict the event that will be happened next without making plan before.

Mia: be careful, it will make you spiciness.
Nusaibah: don’t worry I like spicy food. I am going to eat with my noodle.

Krinnngg( the bell is ringing)

Fig. 5. Future tense of “wil” pattern

Adreena : common hurry up.. We are going to study English, and the teacher is Mr. Harun.
Mia : ya… and if we are late, He will be angry to Us… common

In Figure 5. Mia is speaking by using “will” pattern, because mia just predict if ther are late. The teacher Mr. harun will be angry, the fact is mia doesn’t surely know what will happen to Mr. harun if they come late.

From the conversation above the character is talking about the Holiday that means a plan that hasn’t happen yet and the sentence need future tense in here. Some of future tense sentences of “to be going to” pattern are used when it talking about planning, and “will” pattern is used to predict the event that will occur, and the comic strip conveys both “will” pattern and “to be going to” pattern. It would be make easier to understand because the explanation is added illustration to help students to understand the material.

Description of the character:

The main characters are Mia, Adreena, and Nusaibah. They are Senior High School student who involve each other in a conversation in canteen at break time. In every conversation contain future tenses. The character use senior high school uniform in order to make the reader (students) feels the character is close to them whom is the students too. There is no special character, because it has limited panels, here are some personality traits of the character:

Mia : the girl whose the short straight hair, always looks fashionable, and likes to spend spare time to take holiday.

Adreena : The girls who is wearing white hijab, is friendly and the smartest in her class.
Nusaibah: The girl who is wearing grey hijab, is friendly, the most careless among them, but she has kind heart.

The setting of time and place of this story are at the canteen school during the break time, and take only one place as the setting of place, because it is the short story Design layout elements towards a field in a particular media to support the concept or message that it are carried. This is used by visual communication design to organize space (Rustan). Each medium has a different layout, for example in comics. Layout in comics means the placement of panels in one image area. Panel order, panel size, text placement, and the way to read the dialog, are all included in the comic layout. The layout style used is an 8-panel comic strip, with dialogue that is written in word bubbles, in a right-left-right panel sequence in a diagonal direction. The media used is A4 size paper divided by 8 panels.

Color composition

This comic strip use calm color tone, and white color in word bubble. Color is one of important thing in comic strip, (Mc Cloud.S) explained that there are some functions in color using, they are:
1. Color express mood
2. Color adds deepness impression
3. Color as sensation
4. Color as environment
5. Color as color

This comic strip used some calm color for the content. The color of the title use black color. The detailed of color composition will be explained by the table below:
Table 1. The composition of the color in comic strip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARNA</th>
<th>CMYK</th>
<th>RGB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C 27% M 11% Y 72% K 0%</td>
<td>R 194 G 199 B 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 60% M 63% Y 77% K 71%</td>
<td>R 48 G 39 B 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 64% M 43% Y 54% K 24%</td>
<td>R 89 G 106 B 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 34% M 89% Y 100% K 38%</td>
<td>R 129 G 43 B 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 0% M 0% Y 0% K 0%</td>
<td>R 255 G 255 B 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 61% M 43% Y 75% K 47%</td>
<td>R 71 G 81 B 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 0% M 22% Y 73% K 0%</td>
<td>R 225 G 202 B 395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 15% M 100% Y 90% K 100%</td>
<td>R 190 G 30 B 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 0% M 0% Y 0% K 100%</td>
<td>R 35 G 31 B 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 26% M 54% Y 77% K 22%</td>
<td>R 157 G 111 B 67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comic strip has “Will or to be going to” as title which is placed on top right. The kind of typography is Comic sans MS. The text in the word bubble use Comic sans MS. The decision to use it because comic sans MS it is suitable for teenager and comic strip, and looks so relaxed. The finishing of this comic strip through digitally process, and will be printed at A4 laminating carton board.
Fig 6. The comic strip

The figure 6 shows the full part of the comic strip that carries about future tense material. The comic use only three main character because the limitation of place and time. The comic strip tells about how person decide the prior plan or the activities that has not been predicted yet, they just speak when they are speaking. This comic strip is eyecatching. If the media is interesting, so students could be improve their attention in learning process and gain all the knowledge that teachers shared with.

Conclusion

English is the subject that is learnt until university education level. Tenses is learnt from elementary school to university where students will find the various pattern of tenses, one of them is future tense which has two different pattern but has same purpose to say something in the future time. And some students found the difficult in differentiate the using of future tense pattern. Both teacher and students need improve or find other media to make teaching learning process is more efficient and enjoyable. Thus, designing the comic strip for future tense, is needed to make it simpler and efficient in teaching learning process. Based on the explanation above, it can be conclude that comic strip can be an alternative leaning media in millenial. it uses color composition, illustration, layout, typography. The content uses comic sans Ms Font. Illustration uses senior high school student, the language is non formal that uses to in daily. The color composition uses calm color intend to make the reader comfort when they read it. The comic strip is designed in A4 size and 8 panels, and add word bubble that contain some expressions which uses present future tense. Students currently have
their own gadgets or smartphones, and are also active on social media, such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, etc. In addition, visual communication design students are already familiar with comics, they often see it, for example comic strips on Instagram such as on the Juki account, comic books and so on, which discuss daily activities or simple comedies, they even often see it. Japanese comics’ manga on the website. Thus it is not difficult to introduce comic strip to students. For the next research can improve the comic strip not only can be used din tenses material, but also in every aspect skills, (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) to make teaching learning process is easier.
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